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Introduction

I have always used sound in various forms as one of  

my prime artistic materials; Radio broadcasts, live 

concerts, producing records, layering soundscapes for 

stage or film, global jamming on the internet or as a  

more or less  central  ingredient  in  kinet ic  art 

installations. There are endless ways to produce and 

contextualize sound, «art» or not. I have been very 

lucky (and stubborn, I guess) to get the chance to 

experiment, juxtapose, expose and share so many 

fantastic and sometimes very fragile ideas.   

After commissioning and reading these texts, I now 

begin to see the outline of an artistic trajectory and 

understand what kind of material I am dealing with.  

It was a small surprise to learn that most of my works 

probably fall outside a strict definition of «sound art». 

That term is now so generic and commonly used that 

it hardly means anything. Carsten Seiffarth outlines a 

clear definition and method of categorization of 

artworks employing sound, which is highly useful.

Rahma Khazam makes an interesting connection 

(feverish or not) when she brings «archival art» into  

the equation. This is a new and welcome perspective 

with an obvious link to theatre, where it is  common 
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to play with perceptions of historical or perhaps  

imaginary events. It also resonates with my curatorial 

activities over the years, including some projects 

influenced by media archaeology.  It is always a 

challenging and yet very playful task to create 

«hyperreal» spaces  that can possibly evoke an 

emotional response. My works are inspired by those  

poignant few moments in life when I encounter a 

ghost of some kind; I usually acknowledge that spirit  

instantly and immediately internalize a bodily 

memory rooted somewhere in the subconscious.

Lots of thanks to Rahma, Gustav, Carsten and 

Joakim for sharing thoughts and shedding light on  

specificities as well as important general questions 

related to sound art and related practices.  

Love to Amanda Steggell, Anne Roquigny, Geir Backe 

Altern (Kurant), Ketil Nergaard, Moreno Miorelli 

(Stazione di Topolò), Signe Lidén and Verk Prod. for  

support, feedback, love and inspiration. 

Extra special thanks to curator Ingunn Nord-Varhaug 

at Hå Gamle Prestegard, without whom history 

would appear slightly different.

Per Platou, Kjerringvik, July 2011
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The 978 regiment at Obrestad, 1941. 

From left to right: Willy Schneider (obergefreiter, flakfürer), Jonny Winkler 
(kochen), Herbert Tiller (funker), Karl Bekemaier (kanonekommandant), 
Erwin Haarmann (verpflegungoffizer), Franz Schulte (kanonekommandant), 
Kurt Gürtzegen (spieß), Lt. Vogel (nachrichtenoffizer).
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Feverish Connections
- the installations of Per Platou

Rahma Khazam

«[Archival art aims] to make historical information, 

often lost, marginal, or suppressed, physical and 

spatial, indeed interactive, usually through found 

images, objects, and texts arranged in installations.» 1 

wrote Hal Foster in 2004. 

The examples Foster gives range from Thomas 

Hirschhorn's Bataille  Monument,  2002,  an idio-

syncratic homage to the French philosopher, to Tacita 

Dean's Bubble  House, 1999, an archive constituted 

around a failed futuristic architectural project, but 

could equally well  inc lude Per Platou's  Jonny 
Winkler's  Cannon, 2010, an installation exhibited 

from May to September 2010 in Norway's remote 

Obrestad lighthouse. Platou's mixed media work  

addresses a troubling chapter in the past of this late  

nineteenth-century building - its occupation by 

German soldiers during World War II.  Employing  

strategies borrowed from sound art, installation, live  

1 Hal Foster, «2003», in Hal Foster, Rosalind Krauss, Yve-Alain Bois, 
Benjamin H.D. Buchloh, Art Since 1900, Thames & Hudson, London, 
2004, p. 668. 
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art and theatre, it brings to life little-known historical  

facts.

Per Platou has always worked in a variety of  

disciplines, ranging from radio, music and installation 

through to sound design for theatre and dance, but 

Jonny Winkler's Cannon  is his first large-scale foray 

into archival art. As such, it blurs the borders between 

fiction and reality. «Like any archive, the materials of 

this art are found but also constructed, public but also 

private, factual but also fictive, and often they are put 

together simply for the occasion,»2 notes Foster. 

The semi-fictitious narrative underpinning Jonny 
Winkler's Cannon is based on the juxtaposition of a  

succinct exhibition handout written by Platou himself, 

a collection of sounds and found objects, and genuine 

archive material - a b/w photograph on permanent  

display in the lighthouse, now a cultural heritage site.  

In the photograph, the soldiers are shown sitting  

astride a cannon posing for the camera – hence the 

title of the work. The handout refers to the friendship 

that developed between two youthful soldiers in the 

photo, the regiment's cook Jonny Winkler and the  

telegraphist Herbert Tiller. It goes on to mention 

Tiller's interest in science and culture, the long 

2 Ibid..
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summer evenings in the lighthouse basement that 

afforded a respite from the officers' strict regime, the 

day a  crate of whisky washed up on the nearby beach 

and the secret party that took place that night, 

following which the telegraphist was re-stationed on 

the Eastern Front. Placed in that same cell-like 

basement, an old mattress, a radio and empty bottles  

that could almost have been there anyway, point up 

the routine of the soldiers' lives. Platou further fleshes 

out his  sketchy narrative by means of objects 

referencing art and science: a book by the biologist  

Carl von Linné that Joseph Beuys apparently saved 

f r o m  a  N a z i  b o o k  b u r n i n g ,  a s  w e l l  a s  a  

characteristically melancholic print by the German 

artist Wilhelm Lehmbruck, who, the handout informs 

us, was admired by many of the soldiers in the group.  

Eschewing clichéd images of soldiers at war, the work 

portrays the German occupiers as ordinary human 

beings who are not so different from us. It raises the  

question of individual responsibility in the context of  

war and asks what each of us might have done in 

their place. 

The sounds in  Jonny Winkler's Cannon are no less 

effective than the objects when it comes to setting off 

the history and specificities of the site. The work has 

an affinity with site-specific sound art–examples of 
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which range from Christina Kubisch's Sechs Spiegel 
(Six Mirrors), 1994 to Ulrich Eller's Im  Kreis  der  
Trommeln (In the Circle of Drums), 1996. Installed in 

a Baroque church that was reconstructed after World 

War II,  the first of these works associated thousand-

year stone slabs treated with light-sensitive pigment 

with the sounds of vibrating drinking glasses whose  

durations and progression were determined by the 

church's architectural proportions. Juxtaposing a  

rational numbering system with the materiality of 

stone and the sensory appeal of sound and light, the  

piece reflected the space's conflictual history. In the 

second work, visitors who approached the automated 

drums installed in the former GDR State Council  

building in Berlin triggered solos and grouped salvoes  

evoking military marches. The installation conveyed 

the incommensurate ambition of a vanished nation 

that only lives on as a memory. 

In Jonny Winkler's Cannon, the sounds are related to 

the history of the lighthouse: a rumbling machine  

sound mixed with heartbeats greets the visitor on the 

ground floor, metaphorically bringing back to life the 

old lighthouse engine. Other loops are diffused 

through speakers placed in the spots where the sounds 

were recorded. This is the case of the high-pitched 

wheezing emanating from the water-tank on the 
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upper floor. It consists of sounds of the tank itself  

created by scraping and hitting its sides and playing  

string chords into it. 

Further blurring the borders between history and  

fiction, soft rustles and whispers are to be heard in a  

small room in the basement, undercut by morse-like 

tapping sounds diffused by different speakers. In their  

regimented environment, the soldiers may indeed have 

communicated by tapping on the pipes, in order to 

ensure that their superiors would not know what was  

being said. 

These canon-like taps also play on the ambiguity of  

the work's title in Norwegian: the word «kanon» 

translates both as cannon and canon. In an adjoining  

room, recordings of sheep and aeroplanes flying 

overhead are to be heard intermittently, while the 

radio plays sounds and music from the period, such as  

the original 1939 recording of the popular war-time 

song «Lili  Marleen» -  but also  recordings of  

spiritualist sessions conducted in Germany in the  

1920s and 1930s, that perpetuate the atmosphere of  

brooding unease. The elements making up archival  

artworks are often presented, as Foster points out, «as 

so many promissory notes for further elaboration or  
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enigmatic prompts for future scenarios.»3  

In Platou's piece, all is surmise and allusion, fiction, 

yet perhaps reality. Suggesting any number of equally 

plausible scenarios, his sounds and objects become  

projections of the visitor's attitudes and desires. 

Yet although sound is an essential component of the  

piece, it does not have the same prominence as it does 

for sound artists. For sound art is a loaded term, as  

Catherine Nichols has pointed out: «The very act of  

designating works incorporating the element of sound 

in some way as sound art affords sound a weight, a 

significance, which precludes it from being merely one 

of many elements in a work; it has a tendency to  

make sound central, all-consuming, and the other 

elements subservient, peripheral, perhaps even 

exchangeable.»4  Platou's piece does not fulfill these 

criteria: It may contain sound but it does not seek to 

emphasize it. The sounds and objects contribute  

equally to heightening and enhancing the atmosphere  

of eeriness and suspense. 

 

Platou's long experience in theatrical sound design has 

3 Hal Foster, «An Archival Impulse», in October 110, Fall 2004, p. 5.
4 Catherine Nichols, «A Sound Has No Legs to Stand on. Thinking about 

the Work of Rolf Julius», 
cortexathletico.com/images/documents/blueyellow2009doc.pdf
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also had an influence on his artistic practice. His 

sounds  trigger emotions and ambiences, which 

corresponds to the way sound effects are used in the 

theatre. Furthermore, theatre sound cannot exist by 

itself, but serves to accompany and enhance the action 

or narrative, which is also the case of Platou's sounds. 

Like theatre sound, his looped samples have a 

beginning and an end. They participate in the timing,  

energy and rhythm of the work and their speed, 

intensity, density and timbre all have a part to play in 

the production of meaning. 

Lacking actors, Platou's installation comes close to 

what theatre director and composer Heiner Goebbels 

calls a 'theatre of absence'. Goebbels's own Stifters 
Dinge exemplifies  such a theatre ,  in which the 

performers are absent and have been replaced by a 

polyphony of machines, objects, disembodied voices,  

water and fog – elements generally regarded as 

acce ssory .  Such  a  theat re  t r igge rs  emot ion , 

imagination and reflection, precisely because it lacks a 

central visual focus or a clear theme.5 It also makes 

the audience participate actively in the show. As 

Goebbels points out: «The audience's sense of  

discovery is finally enabled by the absence of the 

5 See Heiner Goebbels, www.arts.cornell.edu/igcs/Goebbels%20Cornell
%20Lecture18.pdf, pp. 12-15.
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performers, who usually do the art of demonstrating  

and binding the audience's vision to them by  

attracting total attention. Only their absence creates 

the void in which this freedom and pleasure are  

possible.»6

The characters are likewise absent from Platou's 

installation, and its multiple  elements – sounds, light,  

site and objects – are interspersed with «spaces and 

blanks»,  as Platou calls them, that force the audience 

out of its passivity.  Jonny Winkler's  Cannon thus 

straddles the divide between art and a certain form of 

theatre. 

– «For me there isn't really a difference between 

'theatre' and 'art', only in context and audience»,  

comments Platou. «More than ten years ago, while  

collaborating with Amanda Steggell in Motherboard,  

we discovered that we didn't always need people/  

actors/dancers to perform what we wanted to express. 

We started using little robots, then mannequins then 

just props. It was then we discovered the close  

r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  ' p e r f o r m a n c e '  a n d 

'installation'.»7

6 ibid, p. 15.
7 From an e-mail interview with Per Platou, 8 March 2011.
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Motherboard went on to explore the overlaps 

between these seemingly distinct genres in works such 

a s  In  Death  Valley,  everywhere  we  looked,  gently  
waving stands of  golden desert  blossoms danced in  
the  wind,  their  daisy-like  faces  punctuated  with  
vibrant  orange  centres,  2006, which was l ike  a 

performance without actors. Here, the visitor entered 

a darkened white-walled space with white grains of 

salt sprinkled on the floor. A spinning disco ball cast 

ever-changing splintery shadows on the wall, while an 

assemblage of flower-like speakers emitted soft, 

hypnotic musical tones. This immersive, experiential 

artwork evoked a stage set on which an unknown 

drama was about to be played out. 

The 8th Sister, 2004-05, did not feature actors either 

bu t  none the l e s s  t i ed  in  w i th  con temporary 

performance practice, often referred to as live art. The 

latter has been defined as taking «the spectator into 

condit ions  o f  immediacy  where  a t t ent ion  i s 

heightened, the sensory relation charged, and the 

workings of thought agitated. The artwork is alive.» 8 

Here, an underwater sculpture manifested itself as the 

image of a naked woman that appeared on the 

ultrasound display of boats as they passed above the  

8 Adrian Heathfield, «Alive», in Adrian Heathfield (Editor), Hugo 
Glendinning (Photographer), Live: Art and Performance, Routledge, 
New York, 2004, p. 8. 
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spot where it was placed. The sculpture  challenged 

the notion that depth implies profundity and truth, 

while providing an ephemeral, 'live' experience. 

Since Motherboard split up in 2008, Platou has been  

applying his theatrical sense of timing and emotion to 

the exploration of spaces and sites, influenced by the 

notion of scripted space – a term used by cultural 

critic Norman Klein to refer to the themed, disneyfied 

environments that are proliferating in public space. 

Installed in a small pitch black space, the piece Going 
Down, 2009, for instance, exploited the dramatic  

effects of the continuous Risset scale. Here, the 

resonance of the room and sound from the audience  

are processed together to create a perpetually sinking 

pitch  diffused by a speaker that forms a feedback 

loop with a microphone. The resulting sounds seem to 

disappear downwards in an endless black hole, while  

the audience stumbles round the black box, prey to  

conflicting emotions. 

Nothing  is  Nothing  (Surrounded  by  Something) , 

2010, also uses sound to create an illusory, surreal  

environment. A darkened gallery space diffuses a mix 

of samples and live sounds, picked up by microphones 

in the street outside. Superimposing soft chords,  
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distant conversations, the sound of the sea and the  

clatter of steps on the cobblestones of Tromsø's 

historic district, the work connects past and present in 

a long dream-like wash of sound that seems to hold  

out  the  promise  of  a harmonious future. Such 

juxtapositions of different time spans and spaces are 

characteristic of archival art, even though the 

motivation underlying them is not always clear. Hal 

Foster offers a possible answer: «Might archival art  

emerge out of a [...] sense of a failure in cultural 

memory [...] ? For why else connect so feverishly if  

things did not appear so frightfully disconnected in  

the first place? Perhaps [it springs from the] desire to 

turn belatedness into becomingness, to recoup failed 

visions in art, literature, philosophy, and everyday life 

into possible scenarios of alternative kinds of social  

relations, to transform the no-place of the archive into 

the no-place of a utopia.» 9 

Seen from this perspective, archival art can be an 

opportunity to question, unsett le and rethink 

seemingly authoritative historical assumptions – as 

Platou does in Jonny Winkler's Cannon.   

Rahma Khazam, March 2011

9 Hal Foster, «An Archival Impulse», in October 110, op.cit., pp. 21-22
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Jonny Winklers Cannon

Jonny Winkler was one of the first German soldiers to 

a r r i v e  a t  Obre s tad  i n  194 1 .  He  c ame  f ro m 

Dorfmerkingen, a small town east of Stuttgart in 

Southern Germany, where the Winkler family was 

dominant  in business and society.  Jonny was  

resourceful, sociable and well liked, also by his fellow 

soldiers of the 978 Regiment.

A special friendship developed between Jonny, the 

regiment's cook, and the telegraphist Herbert Tiller. 

Although Herbert came from an ordinary working-

class background, he was interested in both science 

and culture. Jonny and Herbert, among others in the  

group, shared a great admiration for the German 

illustrator and sculptor Willhelm Lehmbruck (1881-

1919) ,  pe rhaps  be s t  known for  h i s  ext reme 

melancholia.

Many long summer nights were spent in the basement 

of the lighthouse, where there was a radio and an  

opportunity to take a little break from the officers' 

otherwise strict regime. Once during the early summer 

of 1942, the soldiers found a wooden case washed up  

on the shore of the nearby beach, a few hundred yards 

from the lighthouse. In it lay some bottles of good  
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Scotch whisky, which had miraculously survived the  

journey across the North Sea. That evening there was 

a secret party in the basement. It was a night that 

neither Jonny or Herbert would ever forget.

The following autumn, for undisclosed reasons,  

Herbert was reassigned to the East Front, where he 

died just before christmas 1942.

Per Platou, May 2010
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Wilhelm Lehmbruck: «The Pilgrim» (1912)
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Sound Memories 

- on Per Platou's sound installation at Obrestad 
Lighthouse in June 2010

Gustav Deutsch

It was between Metlili and Seb Seb in Algeria, on 

December 3rd 1985, I was walking along a desert 

road, when I heard a strange sound. It was not there  

all the time, but seemed to fade away and come back 

in a certain rhythm. It lasted quite a while till I  

realised, that the sound came from the wooden power 

poles alongside the road. Whenever I approached one, 

the sound increased, became loudest besides the pole, 

and faded away when I left the pole behind me. It was 

a sound that I have never heard before. A shivering,  

high, artificial, unnatural sound. I went close to one  

pole, and put my ear near the wood. It seemed to 

vibrate like a sounding box. 

The desert wind, blowing through the electric wires  

running from pole to pole, put them into vibration,  

letting them sing. The poles and the wires functioned 

like a huge music instrument. A Saharien wind harp. I  

taped the sound, and add it to a number of others  

from this journey. Back in Vienna, I edited them, and 
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published them under the title: Leo Africanus –  Le 
Voyageur, Sounds of a Voyage, November 8th 1985 – 
January 13th 1986. 

25 Years later, on June 4th 2010, I visited a light 

house in Obrestad, Norway. The woman that opened 

the door for me, left me back alone for the next hour.  

I climbed up to the top and look into the huge  

mirroring glass of the beacons lantern. And there it  

was that I heard a sound, that reminded me of the  

sound I’ve heard 3000 km south of this place on the  

sea, in the desert. I couldn’t figure out where the 

sound came from – no loudspeakers were visible. The 

lighthouse seemed to produce this sound itself. Maybe 

the strong wind from the sea let it vibrate and 

produce this shivering high sound. It was not there all  

the time, like in the Sahara, it faded out, came back,  

and faded out again. It  matched perfect ly the 

reflections in the glass lantern, mirroring the outside  

sea and landscape. 

It was as if it has been already there always, no matter 

if anybody listened. Later on my way down again,  

and in the other rooms with the old engines, that  

produced the electricity for the lantern in former 

times, I realised that it was everywhere. It was the 

buildings voice. 
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Down in the cellar, where during the German 

occupation in the second world war, soldiers had  

spent hours, days, weeks, years, in isolated solitude, it  

mixed with melodies coming from a radio, placed on  

a little stool. Melodies that create immediately images. 

Images from films produced by the UFA, to sit 

through inhuman times and conditions. 

Rooms, buildings, like this lighthouse keep memories.  

Sometimes they are visible, like in this mural, painted 

by one soldier, showing his fantasy of a woman in  

exotic environment. But sound works better. Per 

Platou knows that. He installed all this sounds in  

order to make us aware of the history of this place, of  

stories that were lived by people who had spent parts 

of their lives in this building in the past. But the basic  

and most important sound he created was the sound 

of the building itself. That shivering, shy, almost  

inaudible, high vibrating sound, that was everywhere, 

on the staircase, in the lantern, behind the engines. I  

recorded the sound together with the image of the 

beacons lantern with my digital photo camera, and 

later add it to the collection of pocket films on my 

homepage. 

As an educated architect I know, and I learned, that 

bui ld ings  ta lk to us  not  only  by the ir  v isua l  
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appearance. Every building has its own sounds. As an 

artist working with sounds and space, it is a big  

challenge not to overrule the sounds of the building,  

but to listen to them, and to react. We are so used 

nowadays to sounds and music in all kind of spaces:  

shops, restaurants, airports, train stations, from early  

morning till late at night. Most of the time it is an 

annoying and unpleasant music, that does not respect 

at all the place nor the atmosphere, nor the people 

working there, or visiting. 

To work as a sound artist with space, memory, 

history, and peoples feelings, means to drop back and 

listen first, to hear what is already there, to be 

sensitive, alert and thoughtful. Per Platou succeeded in 

his work for the Obrestad Lighthouse. His sounds  

became part of my memories.  

Gustav Deutsch, Aegina, Good Friday 2011
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Some Remarks on Sound Art

Carsten Seiffarth

In the 15 years I have been active as a curator and 

producer in the vast field of sound art, my focus on 

this young art form has increasingly shifted from 

music to the fine arts. The term «sound art» is mostly 

used as an overarching generic term for practices as 

diverse as sound installations, sound sculptures, radio 

art, sound poetry, sound performances and, at its  

most extreme, even computer music or auditive net 

art. By contrast, the sound art I focus on in my 

curatorial work is primarily what Bernhard Leitner 

once labelled «sound-space-art». In other words,  

sound art, as I understand it, consists exclusively of  

installations and sculptures in which artists work with 

sound as a material in physical space. And, as is well  

known, spatial perception is fundamentally based on 

our sense of hearing. 

«Sound is a medium of representation and a medium 

of perception at the same time», writes Claudia Tittel 

in the sonambiente catalogue of 2006, and as such 

changes «all given spatial settings and creates new 

spaces of perception».1 Space itself becomes a medium 

1 Claudia Tittel, «Das flüchtige Material der bildenden Kunst», in: 
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of creation, and due to an artistic engagement with it  

and in it, turns into a place. This corresponds with  

how Max Neuhaus put it in an interview with Ulrich 

Loock in his 1994 book Sound Works:  «In what I do 

the sound is the means of creating the work, the 

means of transforming the space into place».2

Of course, space as a fundamental category of an 

artistic work is not new in art history, and, ever since  

the Middle Ages, has played a central role in music as 

well. In the installation genre, however, it is the  

relation between the artwork and the space that is 

essential. As early as 1958 Allan Kaprow introduced  

the term «environment» for his spatial works – a term 

he used to designate both the material surroundings of 

his «happenings» and any combination of objects in  

one or  more  spaces .  A precondit ion for  thi s 

development was the expanded notion of sculpture 

resulting from the dissolution of the boundary  

between sculptural works and the space surrounding 

them. Later, in 1967, Dan Flavin came up with the 

term installation, applying it to his neon works, in  

which he staged the room itself as an artwork.

sonambiente berlin 2006. klang kunst sound art, ed. by Helga de la 
Motte-Haber et al., exhibition catalogue, Akademie der Künste Berlin, 
Kehrer Verlag Heidelberg 2006, p. 224-230; here p. 225.

2 Max Neuhaus/Ulrich Loock, »Interview [Milan, 1990]«, in: Max 
Neuhaus, Sound Works, Cantz Verlag Ostfildern 1994, Vol. 1, p. 122-
135, here p. 130.
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Sound installations can be de fined as a specia l 

category of installation art because of their distinct 

reference to sound and space. According to Volker 

Straebel (in Musik-Konzepte: Klangkunst, 2008), 

«sound installations are determined or influenced by 

the acoustic properties of the spaces in which they are 

presented. They are place- or site-specific in picking 

out these or other architectonic dependencies as their 

major themes or (…) in referring to the historic or  

other cultural implications of the space.»3

So in my understanding, the term sound art primarily 

covers sound installations and sound sculptures that  

can be experienced in a unique physical space that  

cannot simply be replaced. Space-independent classic 

loudspeaker installations or radio art produced for  

standard audial settings are characterised by an open 

spatial reference. Though at times also installational, I 

consider such pieces as audio art rather than sound  

art.

An excellent definition of sound installation and 

sound sculpture is given by Helga de la Motte-Haber, 

one of the few German musicologists intensly 

explor ing  the  phenomenon of  sound ar t ,  i n  

3 Volker Straebel, „Geschichte und Typologie der Klanginstallation“, in: 
Musikkonzepte, Sonderband Klangkunst, November 2008, edition 
text+kritik  p. 24-46; here p. 43.
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Klangkunst, volume 12 of Handbuch der Musik im  

20. Jahrhundert: 

          «Single sounding objects that offer the viewer a 
visible material opponent can be referred to as sound 
sculptures.  (…)  Sound  sculptures  can  be  hung  in 
different  spaces,  meaning  they  are  not  necessarily 
dependent on a site. In contrast, the sound installation 
is site-specific. Sound installations normally form an 
arrangement  or  environment  that  surrounds  the 
recipient, covers him or her with sound, or becomes 
accessible  through  the  recipient’s  moving  in  space. 
Material objects do not necessarily need to be present. 
This  implies  the  frequent  use  of  technical  sound 
equipment that emits either live-synthesised sound or 
sound recordings via loudspeakers. Hybrids of sound 
installations and sound sculptures are installations in 
which a  number of sound sculptures  or  objects  are  
combined and installed in one place.»4

The term «sound installation» was coined by the  

renowned American artist Max Neuhaus in 1971. 

Neuhaus described his working style in 1974 as  

follows: «Traditionally, composers have located the 

elements of a composition in time. One idea which I 

4 Helga de la Motte-Haber (ed.), Klangkunst. Tönende Objekte und 
klingende Räume, Handbuch der Musik im 20. Jahrhundert 12, Laaber 
Verlag 1999, p. 95.
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am interested in is locating them, instead, in space, 

and letting the listener place them in his own time.»5 

This description can be seen as applying to sound art  

as a whole. Neuhaus first developed and realized his 

idea of a sound installation in 1967 with his «Drive-In  

Music» in Buffalo. In terms of sound, this was a  

complex work that did not impose itself on the  

passerby or recipient. He installed a large number of 

radio transmitters with very limited ranges, all  

sending on the same frequency, in the trees along a 

wide, tree-lined street. The transmitters’ different 

sounds and antenna con figurations allowed car-

driving passersby with tuned-in car radios to  

experience an individualized sound development 

depending on their speed and travel direction.

An important aspect of this work – as of most sound 

art works – was the principle of observing the visitor’s  

own time. Sound installations and sound sculptures  

allow for the visitor to leave and come back at will –  

the classic form of response in the fine arts as opposed 

to a concert , where such behaviour would be 

considered as offensive.

But of course Max Neuhaus was not the first to make 

5 Max Neuhaus, “Program Notes”, York University, Toronto 1974, in: 
M.N., op.cit., Sound Works, Vol. 1, p. 34.
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installations using sound. Earlier examples include:  

Mauricio Kagel’s «Música para la torre», which was 

realized in 1954 in Buenos Aires, Nicolas Schöffer’s  

spatio-dynamic construction in 1954, the «Poème 

électronique» by Edgard Varèse for the Philips  

Pavilion at the 1958 World Exposition in Brussels,  

John Cage’s «Variation VII» at the «9 evenings» in  

New York in 1966 or Maryanne Amacher’s «city  

links», started in 1967, a series of installations with  

sounds transmitted in real-time from outdoor places 

to indoor spaces.

Essentially, the origins of sound art can be traced 

back to the beginning of the twentieth century. In art  

history, this is when we first see the emergence of 

art ists and groups that operated between the 

traditional art forms: names that come to mind here 

include the Futurists, the Dadaists, the Weimar 

Bauhaus, Kurt Schwitters or Marcel Duchamp. After 

the Second World War it was primarily artists 

connected with Fluxus and Conceptual art as well as 

representatives of Kinetic art who continued to 

expand the field of art with new forms such as 

happenings and environments. In the field of music, 

too, a number of ideas and concepts appeared (in 

addition to synaesthetic attempts by Skrjabin or 

Schönberg, for instance) that were diametrically 
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opposed to a traditional understanding of music, such 

as Erik Satie’s idea of a «musique d’ameublement», 

Luigi Russolo’s Noisy Intonarumori or John Cage’s  

chance operations. Concerts, performances and 

concepts with extremely long durations such as the  

Fluxus artists’ happenings, works by La Monte Young 

or Nam June Paik also belong in this line of tradition.

Generally, the removal and shifting of boundaries in  

the arts  can be seen as a precondition for the 

development of sound art and the concomitant 

explosive expansion of the concepts of work and  

material as well as synaesthetic efforts in the arts. 

Another important factor for the evolution of sound 

in s ta l l a t ions  and sound  s cu lp ture s  was  the  

development of technologies for recording and 

replaying sound. Granting independence from 

performing musicians and allowing for constant  

mechanical repetition via auto reverse technology, 

they first made it possible to permanently install 

tones, sounds and music in a set space. Thus, the use  

of diverse sound technologies (from cassette recorders 

at the beginning to MP3 players) and the exploitation 

of sound differences in different loudspeaker types 

have become a constant theme in the field. But there 

are also sound art pieces that manage without any 

sound technology. Their sound sources are natural  
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resources, such as wind, water or fire. Works of this 

kind point to another historical origin of sound art:  

wind harps, fire organs and even juke and music 

boxes.

Today, the use of the term sound art has become 

increasingly inflationary. Especially in the field of 

contem-porary and experimental music, we often see 

the term sound art applied to almost any performative 

and nonperformative presentation of music that is not 

based on a traditional score (especially within 

electronic music). Yet if we subsume even radiophonic 

pieces or multi-channel electro-acoustic loudspeaker 

pieces under this rubric, it becomes meaningless. This  

is why I suggest restricting it to sound installations or  

sound sculptures in site-specific realizations. Sound art 

is about the creative interaction with sound as a  

material in a specific space.

A lot has changed since the 1990s, as technology  

developed so quickly and access to it was no longer  

limited to exclusive academic circles. There are now a 

vast number of artists who work with digital sound  

and image materials. Among a younger generation of 

artists we can observe either a fixation on technology 

or a tendency to enhance or pimp up visual works  

through the use of sound. When the artist’s emphasis  
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is restricted to two-dimensional screen work or 

becomes entirely technology-oriented, the next step 

remains open, namely positioning the work in real  

space. And people with electronic music backgrounds 

are mainly focused on algorithmic constructions and 

technologies. They write detailed software for the 

distribution of sound and the creation of certain  

constellations. The question of space and architecture 

tends to be secondary or merely constructed. 

This is why I believe that the more interesting 

positions continue to come from the visual arts, 

probably due to a different conceptual, spatial and 

sculptural understanding.

But as there is still no canon of what sound art is or  

isn’t, we are confronted with the problem that any  

artistic production using sound can pass for it with  

hardly any criticism. The field suffers from a lack of 

shared quality criteria, a fact that may also be due to 

the «object» itself. It is simply not possible to talk 

about sound in the same manner as we talk about  

pictures, and so sound art criticism has still to develop 

a set of tools as elaborate and culturally established as 

it exists in music or the visual arts.

Carsten Seiffarth 
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A coincidental nocturne

Joakim Borda

Despite the winter darkness outside, it still feels like 

stepping into a cave when I penetrate through the 

heavy draperies that block the entrance to the artist-

run gallery Kurant. Inside it is completely darkened, 

except for a small spotlight that illuminates an object  

at the back of the room and, in a way pulls me inward 

against itself, like a beacon on a hardly navigable part  

of a coastal strip. The object, it turns out, is an animal 

skull.

Although I am at first literally groping in the dark, I  

am led around the room by a faint melody which 

seems to shift location, echoes of distant voices, mixed 

with subtle chords. The feeling is similar to visiting  

the crypt of a cathedral, solemn, sacred but also 

uncanny. Some of the sounds, I later learn, come from 

the street outside, where special live microphones are 

mounted. Conversations, waves from the dock and 

the chattering from high heels on the cobbles of 

Tromsø's small historic district Skansen, fuse with 

Platou's own samples into a kind of perpetual  

nocturne.
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The use of background noise, everyday sounds and  

harsh engine noise characterizes the noise music scene, 

such as the works of  Japanese artist Merzbow. Per  

Platou however, seems to emphasize harmony and 

composition, with a remarkably musical result.

His background as a set designer is evident through 

his sense of the space as an actor. Despite the fact that 

the gallery showroom is virtually empty, the darkness 

interact with the sounds to stage a choreography 

where visitors circle around the room in strange  

patterns: Along the safety of the walls, or zigzaging 

across the floor, carefully avoiding bumping into each 

other. Like in a dance.

It happens from time to time that I complain about 

the lack of content when writing about exhibitions.  

B u t  i n  Nothing is nothing, Per Platou actually 

succeeds with the feat to fill the room with sensual 

experiences rather than objects.

(Review of «Nothing is Nothing» installation at Kurant, Tromsø, Dec. 2010. 
Originally published in Norwegian in  Kunstkritikk.no, 13/12 2010)
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